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Canadian Jobs Beat Is Soft On Details 

 Canada followed up a huge gain with another gain; 

 The details are mixed but generally on the soft side; 

 Implications are positive for Q2 GDP, negative for April GDP; 

 Canada has created a quarter million new jobs this year and over one million 

since job growth began accelerating about three years ago; 

 Canadian rates have largely shrugged it off and are underperforming US 

Treasuries post-nonfarm; 

 USDCAD fell (CAD appreciated) on Fed-motivated USD weakness, less so 

due to Canadian jobs. 

 

Canada, Net Change in Employment SA (m/m 000s) / UR (%), May: 

Actual:  27.7 / 5.4    

Scotia:     10 / 5.7 

Consensus:    5.0 / 5.7 

Prior:  Unrevised from 106.5 / 5.7 

 

 What goes up, keeps on going up. The energizer bunny of global employment 

reports kept on ticking last month. After a single-month record pace of job 

creation at a 106,500 pace in April, May followed that up with another 28k. 

The details were mixed and generally soft.  

 The C$ rallied hard on the headline, probably more so because of the Fed 

implications to the US numbers. The Canada two year yield initially rallied 

hard in sympathy to the rally in US short rates after nonfarm, but then the 2 

year Canada yield reversed it all and is roughly flat on the day so far. Markets 

are assuming that the odds of a Fed rate cut went sharply higher but the BoC 

will lag. So far at least this is likely a fair assumption but one that may be 

tested over the duration of the year. 

 The probability of a repeat gain after a strong prior report worked well on this 

one in terms of playing the odds. See the updated histogram that depicts 

what happens in months following barn burner job gains like the one we had 

in April. May’s gain was about average by way of the performance of past 

reports that have followed months of job creation equal to or greater than 65k. 

 Full-time jobs did all of the heavy lift as part-time jobs were flat. Tick one in 

the ‘beat’ box, but many of the details skid into the ditch thereafter. 

 Unfortunately all of the gain came through self-employed jobs that were up 

61,500. Self-employed jobs are a valuable part of the economy, but the self-

declaration aspect of the release versus the harder payroll figures always 

dents the quality of the overall tone of the report when it is so reliant upon self

-employed gains. 

 Hours worked fell by 0.3% m/m which reversed most of the 0.4% rise the prior 

month. Since GDP is an identity expressed as hours worked times labour 

force productivity, this is a poor reading for May GDP.  

Full Time 27.7k

Part Time 0.0k

Self Employed 61.5k

Hours Worked -0.3% m/m

Average Wage $27.71

Wage Growth 0.6% m/m

Job Market Summary, May

Strongest Sectors m/m

Health & Social 20.4k

Scientific & Technical Services 17.2k
Transport and Warehousing 10.0k

Weakest Sectors m/m

 Support Services -19.4k

Accommodation & Food -12.4k

Construction -8.6k

Job Gains By Sector, May
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Sources: Scotiabank Economics, StatsCan.

Big Gains In Canadian Employment
Don’t Have to Beget Big Losses
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 Having said that, hours worked are tracking a rise of 2.6% q/q at a seasonally adjusted and annualized rate assuming a flat 

June in order to focus upon the effects of what we know so far. That’s a solid plus for Q2 GDP rebound expectations. 

 Wage growth held steady at 2.6% y/y which is healthy but doesn’t count for much the way the BoC looks at it. They 

emphasize wage common which is a composite measure that places more weight upon adjustments to the payroll survey 

wage measure and figures derived from quarterly sources.  

 By sector, service jobs were up 22,800 and goods sector employment climbed by 4.9k. Within the goods sector, 

manufacturing added 9,400 jobs.  

 The labour force participation rate fell two-tenths to 65.7% as 49,000 Canadians exited the workforce. Therefore treat the 

three-tenths drop in the unemployment rate with a tinge of caution in that it was more reliant upon people leaving the 

workforce than people getting jobs. 

 Private sector payroll jobs were down 20,700 and public sector payroll spots fell by 13,100. Again, it was off-payroll self-

employed jobs that did the heavy lifting as payroll jobs fell by a total of 33,800. 

 Canada just crossed one million jobs created since an inflection point on job creation that accelerated after July 2016. 1.012 

million new jobs to be exact. In 2019 on a year-to-date basis we’re up by a quarter million new jobs spot on.  
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